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I.    INTRODUCTIOH 

On the request  of Mr. G.S. Gouri, Deputy Director,   Industrial 

Operations Divinion,   and Co-ordinator of the Chana/UNIDO Programme 

on the Development  of Industrial Management  and Technological. 

Capabilities  in Ghana,   I made a stopover,  from 8 to  10 February  1978, 

in Accra. ^ 

The purpose of the stopover was to agree with the Government 

on the plan of implementation  ->f the priority activities agreed 

upon during the visit  of the Ghanaian delegation to Vienna in 

September 1977 and to obtain information on the status of the 

projects in Ghana. 

While in Accra,   I also held consultations with the UNDP Office 

on the possible involvement  of UNDP in the implementation of the 

Ohana/UNIDO Programme on the Development of Industrial Management 

and Technological Capabilities in Ghana as well as other matters 

related to the UNIDO programmes in the country.    The programme of 

the visit  is attached as Annex I.    The list of persons met  in the 

course of the visit  is attached as Annex II. 

II.    DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 

AND TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES IN GHANA 

The Supreme Military Council,  at its meeting held on 

21 December 1977,  approved the project proposal as  jointly drafted 

by the Ghanaian Government delegation at UNIDO in Vienna in 

September 1977.    A copy of the letter from the Office of the 

8upreme Military Council to the Principal Secretary of the 

Ministry of Economic Planning,  conveying its approval ir. attached 

as Annex III. 

Prior to my arrival  in Accra,  the Commicrionor  for Economie 

Planning had  informed UNIDO,   in    hir, cable  of ?5 January and  letter 

of 7 January 1978 about the  above mentioned approval  and roquent od 

UNIDO's assistance  to the Govornrvnt, through the appropriate 
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agencien in Ghana, for preparatory action for the effective  implement- 

ation of the programme.     In his letter of 27 January  1978,  the 

Commissioner stressed the need to regard,  as far as possible,  the 

projects and their implementation as an integrated programme  in order 

that the country may derive maximum benefit.    Another formal 

request   from the Government to the Executive Director of UNIDO, 

sent  on  10 February 1978,   is attached as Annex IV. 

I informed the Government  about  the ground work already under- 

taken in UNIDO for the implementation of the priority activities 

identified for 1978.    A UNIDO internal draft document had been 

prepared,  outlining the schedule of implementation and request   for 

approval by UNIDO of the necessary funds to finance UNIDO's assist- 

ance to the country.    UNIDO's preparatory action could not  be finalized 

without  the formal approval to the programme by the Government.     With 

the formal approval now obtained,  I expressed the hope that the ground 

work carried out by UNIDO could be finalized.    In this regard,   I 

indicated that UNIDO's preliminary thinking on the implementation 

time of the projects was as follows: 

1. Technology Plan Maroh/April  1978 

2. Workshop on Selection and 
Acquisition of Industrial 
Technology July 1976 

3. Training of Research Managers September  1978 

4. Organization of Study Tours 4th quarter 1978 

5«      Organization in Ghana of a Meeting 
between Ghana Aiihorities and Repre- 
sentatives of Developed Countries 
and Donor Agencies 4th quarter 1978 

6.      Preparatory Work for the Organiza- 
tion in Chana of the next  Round 
Table Meeting of Ministers of 
Industry 4th quarter 1978 

The Government agreed on the time schedule indicated above. 

The exact  time a.rA detailed programme for each activity would, 

however,  be agreed upon between UNIDO and the counterpart  agency 

in Ghana. 
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1.      Technolopy Plan 

I informed the Government that a group of experts had been 

in Vienna in December 1977 to assist UNIDO in crystallizing its ideas 

and approaches on the basis of the work so far done in the programme 

of Ghana,  concernine the preparation of the technology plan.    On 

the basis of the general guidelines established during the meeting, 

it   is planned to field a team of four experts,  each for one month, 

to assEt the Ghanaian authorities in: 

- exhaustively reviewing the current Five-Year Development 
Plan; 

- reviewing the existing industrial structure and the pattern 
of the general productive development; 

- identifying the critical areas of concern in the productive 
structure; 

- evaluating the existing technological infrastructure and 
its linkage with the industrial development  and production 
goals; 

- appraising existing direct and indirect policies,   incentives 
and disincentives for technological development  and/or 
acquisition; 

- identifying the technological and industrial  skills required 
for the implementation of the Pive-Year plan;     and 

- the Group will also be expected to review the existing 
institutions in order to more clearly define,   in the light 
of the requirements identified in the preparatory work on 
the technology plan, their terms of reference and contribu- 
tion in the implementation of the Pive-Year Development Plan. 

The team will hold pre-miBion consultations in Vienna for one 

week and will be expected to return to Vienna along with two Senior 

Ghanaian Officials to finalize its report  in consultation with the 

relevant  substantive units of UNIDO.    UNIDO Headquarters staff will 

also be expected to join the group in Ghana during the  last week 

of its field work for discutions of its findings with the Govern- 

ment,  prior to finalizing the report in Vienna. 

On the basis of the results obtained,  a detailed plan will be 

developed for the preparation of a National Techno I ory Plan which 

would provide the Government with a clearer perspective and a plan 

fori 
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- the development and/or acquisition of the required techno- 
logies; 

- the development and training of the various technological 
and industrial management  skills an well as other capabilities 
required; 

- the establishment  of new or the improvement  of existing policies 
and programmes related to industrial development,  technology- 
acquisition and transfer,   industrial and technological research 
and development  and the development  of industrial and techno- 
logical capabilities;    and 

- the stream lining of the existing industrial institutional 
infrastructure including the strengthening of existing ones 
and the establishment of new one?,  as need be. 

On the request of Mr. Oouri, by his cable No. 2809 of 

24 January 1978 to the Resident  Representative for me,   I obtained 

the agreement  of the Government  for the mission to be fielded in 

March or April as planned.    I also stressed the need for the Govern- 

ment to carry out  sound preparations in order to facilitate the 

work of the mission.    Such preparations would include the assign- 

ment of counterpart staff, preferably within the Ministry of 

Economic Planning and the provision of instructions to the various 

national authoritities and agencies both governmental,  public and 

private to be visited by the mission. 

2.      Workshop on selection and acquisition of industrial 

technology 

It was agreed to merge this activity with the workshop, 

the financing of which was already approved by UNIDO,  on project 

preparation and evaluation.    The combined Workshop on Project  Pre- 

paration and Evaluation,  including the Selection and Acquisition 

of Industrial Technology, which will last  for two woeWs, will be 

attended by technical Ghanaian personnel from the Capital Invest- 

ment Board, the Ministry of Economic Planning the Ministry of 

Industries, the CSIR and its relevant member institutes, the 

QIHOC, the Ghana Manufacturer's Association,  the rnlcvant depart- 

ments of the university and other organizations actively involved 

in project preparation and evaluation a3 well as  in the appraisal, 

selection and negotiations for the acquisition of appropriate 

technology.    The workshop will bo organized and conducted on the 

m 
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basis of the recently published UNIDO Manual on the Preparation of 

Industrial Feasibility Studies and case studier, prepared on concrete 

projects bein^ undertaken in Ghana. 

In addition to the services of 4 international experts,  two 

in the area of project  preparation and evaluation and two in the 

area of technological appraisal and acquisition,  UNIDO Headrruarterc 

staff will also participate  in the  organization and conduct  the 

workshop,  the  evaluation of its results,  and the  finalisation of 

its report,   including a recommended concrete programme of action 

for the Government to adopt  in improving its present  methodology 

and institutional machinery and the development  and training of the 

necessary expertise and skills on project  preparation and evalua- 

tion as well  as technological  selection,     appraisal and negotia- 

tions  for the  acquisition of foreign technologies. 

In principle,  the timing of July/August  was found preferable 

to the national authorities  instead of  1  May,  which they had 

earlier indicated.    It was al6o agreed that  further discussion on 

the details of thi3 workshop could be held in Vienna when 

Dr. Asamoah would stopover on hi6 way to Finland. 

3.       Implementation of the rest   of the activities 

I  indicated that the results of the work to be undertaken 

in connexion with the preparation of the technology plan and the 

training workshop will enable the Government  and UNIDO to  formu- 

late,   in a more precise manner,  the  projects related to:    on-tne- 

spot  advisory  cervices in technological appraisal;    training of 

research managers;     organization of study tours;    organization in 

Ghana    f a meeting between Ghanaian authorities and representatives 

of selected developed countries and donor agencies;    and the  organisa- 

tion in Ghana  of the next  Round Tabic Meeting of Ministors  of 

Industry.    The  implementation of these two aspects of the  preparatory 

assistance  should therefore be considered only a^ the  first   phase 

of the work t o bo accomplished  in  1'?Y0 and t .i nrovuU-   ihe  ,-round- 

work for the  implementation of the  other projects. 

In connexion with tho on-tho-spot  advisory services  in techno- 

logical  appraisal and the organization of study tour:-,   UNIDO w:i~ 

awaiting an  indication from the Government  of the projects  in which  it 
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would require UNIDO advißory services,  as well as candidates for 

the srtudy tours.    The Goveimmcnt also accords   high priority to the 

meeting between Ghanaian authorities and representatives of developed 

countries and donor agenciéis, which would provide for consultations 

between the parties concerned on the possibilities of financing of 

various aspects of the long-term programme. 

III.    UNDP/UNIDO PROGRAMME IN GHANA 

A very quick review was held with Ms. Martha Schmelzer, 

Assistant Resident  Representative, responsible for UNIDO activities 

in Ghana, concerning the status of implementation of UNIDO projects 

and the possibility of future activities.    The pipeline project 

portfolio   basic information sheets,  prepared for a number of 

projects by the DPC/PDES was the basis of our discussions. 

Unfortunately, Ms. Schmelzer could provide information on only 

three of these sheets,  concerning 

- the feasibility study for the establishment of a contra- 

ceptive production unit in Ghana; 

- development   of the wood processing industry in Ghana 

through the Ghana Timber Marketing Board;    and 

- assistance to the TESANO Textiles Limited. 

Concerning the  feasibility study for the establishment  of 

a contraceptive production unit in Ghana the   UNPPA      was prepared 

to put up as much as US$ 300,000.    This was,  however,  subject to 

the results of a feasibility study costing about US$ 30,000,  which 

the    UNFPA     was also prepared to finance.    The Government  had 

requested a delay in the feasibility study to early 1978,   since it 

claimed that an expansion of the programmes was in progress. 

Ms. Schmolzer promised to approach the Government for clarifica- 

tion and to advine UNIDO accordingly. 

Concerning the development of the wood processing industry 

through the Ghana Timber Marketing Board,   further action dopemds 

upon the outcome of the SIS project.    Threo candidates have boon 

submitted to the Government whose approval  ir. still awaited. 
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Concernine the assistance to TESANO, the    UNDP had received 

UNIDO's comments on thin project  and would request the TESANO 

Textiles    to prepare a brief note on its present and 

envisaged future activities,  clearly indicating their present 

deficiencies and the assistance rehired from UNIDO.    The UNDP 

Office in Accra and the SIDPA would be  involved and the results of 

the exercise would be indicated to UNIDO. 

Most  of the other Basic Information Sheets wore related to 

projects identified in the context  of the  joint UNIDO/Ghana 

programme of Industrial Management  and Technological Capabilities. 

The UNDP Office had given positive consideration to the future 

financing of some aspects of this programme.    It was however not 

able to lay funds for the preparatory work this year.    It expressed 

the hope that UNIDO could finance the preparatory work,  the result 

of which could assist the UNDP and the Government  in allocating 

funds for the future long term assistance. 

IV.    FOLLOW-UP ACTION 

Since my return and following the visit of Dr. Asamoah to Vienna, 

an SIS project proposal has been prepared in consultation with PDES 

for the financing of the preparatcry work related to the elabora- 

tion of the National Technology Plan in Ghana and the organization 

and conduct  of the Workshop on Project  Preparation and Evaluation 

including the Selection and Accruisition of Industrial Technology. 

The Resident  Representative's agreement  has been reoucsted upon the 

receipt  of which UNIDO would bo expected to give its formal approval. 

The implementation of the other priority activities identified 

for 1978 would depend,  to a large  extent,   en the remits of the 

above project.    The need to expedite action f^r  its  implementation 

cannot therefore be overemphasized. 

UNIDO should contact  the Uî!7)P Office to obtain any additional 

information on the Basic Information Shoots left  at  the UNDP office. 

«¿fc 
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ANNEX I 

PROGRAMME FOR TIE VISIT OF MR. S. NDAM. UNIDO 

TO GHANA. 8-10 FEBRUARY 1978 

WdncBday, 8 February 1978 

19tOO hrs. • Arrival at Kot oka International Airport 

Thursday. 9 February 1976 

08*30 - 09:30 hrs. 

10100 - 12t00 hrs. 

14«30 - 15*30 hrs. 

16tOO - 17100 hrs. 

- Meeting with Resident Representative, UNDP 
UNDP Head Office 

- Meeting with Executive Chairman CSIR 
(Project Proposal II + V) 

- Visit to Industrial Research Institute 

- Meeting with Information and Documentation 
Section, CSIR (Project Proposal IV) 

Friday. 10 February 1978 

09»30 hrs. 

10100 - 12t30 hrs. 

13tOO hrs. 

14130 - 16»30 hrs. 

22tOO hrs. 

- Call on Commissioner for Economic Planning 

- Meeting with Capital Investment Board at 
Capital Investment Board Office (Project 
Proposal I) 

- Luncheon given by Commissioner for 
Economic Planning 

- Meeting at the CSIR Conference Room, with 
Representatives of the following! 

1. Industrial Research Institute 

2. Technology Consultancy Centre, 
U.S.T., Rumasi 

3. Research and Technical Servicer! 
Centre, Ghana Manufacturers Association 

- Depart Aocra 
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ANNEX II 

LIST OF PERSONS MET 

A. Ministry of Economic Planning 

1. Dr.  R.K.A. GARDINEX,  Commisoioner 

2. Ma. CHINERY~HESSE, Principal Secretary 

3. Dr. J. ABBEY,  Government Chief Statistician 

4« Mr. ANANG, Adviser to the Commissioner 

5«      Mr. K.M. SAPE, Executive Director,  Scientific Research 
Unit 

B. Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 

1. Mr. A. N. TACKIE, Executive Chairman 

2. Ms. E. ODARTEI-LARGEA, Assistant Secretary,  Science and 
Technology Planning and Ana^sis Dep. 

3. Dr. AYIKU, Acting Officer-in-Charge,  Industrial Research 
Inst itut e 

4*      J. A. VILLARS, Central Reference Library 

0.      Capital Investment Board 

1. Mr. K. ADUSEI-POKU, Executive Chairman 

2. Ir. N.K. ASAMOAH, Director of Operations 

3. MB. DOWUONA-OKAI,  Legal Officer 

D. Office of the UNDP Resident  Representative 

1. Mr. H. Holzhausen, Resident Representative 

2. MB.  M.  SCHMELZER,  Assistant  Resident  Honre cent-.1 ivo 

E. Others 

1.      Mr. P.S. UKWANINO, Director,   Research and Technical Servicer? 
Contre,  Ghana Manufacturers' Association 

2*      Mr.  P.H. LUKEY,  Lecturer in Industrial Management, 
University of Science and Toehnolory,  Kumani 

«ft 
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ANNEX        III 
CONIMI) ÍJTL.L 

CÚ • 31 /xi].'/Vol. 1 4     /-/'•>- - ' '     •p \ OFFICE OF  ÏÎU5 JUl'ilKILE 
ft  •      MIIIT..RY COUNCIL 

12th January,   1970. 
7 

. REPORT 0-N ?'\B DE'/Jv-Cr^i'lIT OF JDîlJIJJVFîîI^Ii 

At  its mooting hold on 21st December,   1977,   the 
Iiation.il Redemption Council had: before "it a memorandum by • 
your Commissioner and took note of the  report of tho Ghana..- 
delegation uh ich diö cuas ed with the technical staff of , 
UNIDO  the  development of industrial management and .  -, 
technological capabilities in Ghana. ',,•»• 

... • ' ••<    . *• 

2,      The Council also approved the project proposals, 
'vás outlined below,   for future  collaboration with UïTIDO:-•• 

i) ' Development of Policy, .and Institutional 
Framework for Technology Development and 

'Transfer in ¿rhana - 

•M'. 

This project would be handled by the Capital 
Investments Board. ' 

* ':'•'•.•    . - 

. ii)     Integrated Training Programe .-. .  s'r •',, 

This project would involve  institutions 
• concerned with training and would be co- *.'.. 

'.•'    ordinated at the national lovel^by tho C3IR. 

iii)    Development of National Industrial 
Consultancy ¡Jorvi'ces - ...,.";       * 

'    . CSIR's  Industrial Consultancy Service,   tho 
• Technology Consultancy Centre, Kumasi and the 
Research and  Technical Services  Centre would 
deal with  this project with  the-CSIR acting 
as the national co-ordinating centre. 

.'•'*'''••".. ' • *   ' ' 

iv)    Development of Natiopa.l Industrial;and 
Tuch"ù"ol"q':î.caI  li^'or v'tien ;io:;wor:: in Chvna       • 

This project would involve the Ç!3IR'p national'-', 
technological information centre. 

v)    3 t.r on•^'•}if njJ'!IUlf—ii}Vl-ffi.Äl.I'.u*1.:'zr<•}•'c'n1;  rinA .' ' ' 
T7;"ono3o"; "_c~; j !luLcI'-V;ll^llllL.tili-£!-lii2.'-iJl 

This' project would basically involve the  C3IR, 
«   •• * 

•''••''   I • 

f 

c-f « • • • 
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5.      It will be appreciated if further action will bo 
taken in the rxttor. •.'•••••'' 

,       ¿Ti*},* 
(J,  ..KOMI?I) ( 
IT-COT.,,  GH.UJ« ..?JIY    -     . 

•^••';ior:3j50;iSI.air TO  'HB liliO 

IÎI3 rRÏIÎGIP.L:3i3CIUJT.-JlY,   '    ' 
MINISTRY OF. iiCONQI-ilC JrLJíKBlO 

Copy to: The Cotinissioner for Economic Planning 

• •-.'•'.   ; The Commissioner for 3pocial Dutiea 

The Executive Chairman, 
•'•-..       Council for Scientific and 

• Industrial Research 

The Executive Chairman, 
• .   ••;.. Capital Investnont3 Board .   .v. 

The 3nr. Principal Secretary,   '.      , .^ 
....... ...•'••-.Jünistry of Industries,.     •       .  • T, 

Î      " 

•A 



, /»' <<: f    i./   iplv    Ihr 

'•'•      • ' •'"•'  tf ,<• < 
> l.l   »li .:!.)  /.,•   .,.,.,..I ABLE 
.LA-Z ,V„. coM/.t:iVüJv 

t.'   H,.f.   .Vu.  

- 14 -    , 'Ui i !'  ,J I 
.. fl '• v>\ ... MINIM RY OF LCON'/MIC MI.ANl-.MMf i 
^,  '^i^-J  'l.l;^^.v-il..OX|,176 

^^    fOl^Luary.    ,„ 
i:r:t\'iii.icorciKSA";  ,-.   <•••, ro   ;''    in' Í  

7G 

Dear Dr. Ka! m:!. 

DEVKIOPMSHT OF IKiiySTRIAL.2L¿1ííAQJíÍ:ÜJ^ÍÍ.^!1 
XJ^^OLOGJCÄL CAPAfílUTlKS IN GHANA 

AB a follow up to previous correspondence on the above-mentioned 
subject, a Ghana delegation visited Vienna in September 1077 and had a 
»erice or discussions with UNIDO officials, as a result of which a number of 
programmer, were established for implementation both immediately as well as 
on long term basis. 

S. The priority activities which were adopted for implementation in 1978 
consist of the following: 

(1) Preparation of the technology plan In relation to the 
priorities established by the current Ghana Five Year 
Development Plan 

(2) A workshop on the selection and acquisition of industrial 
technology in priority selected industrial branches 

(?)       On-the-spot advisory services in technological appraisal to 
compare terms of conditions, technology contract etc. n; 
in regard to such projects to be taken up for Implementation 
by Ghana 

(4)        Training of research managers 

(8)       Study tours in selected areas including the organization 
of national Industrial and technological information network; 
national technology transfer machinery; co-ordination of 
national industrial training activities; organization of industrial 
consultancy services; and research co-ordination and 
management 

(G)        Organization in Ghana of a meeting between Ghana Authorities 
and Representatives of Relucted developing counirie:*. to di:;eu:;r>, 
inter alia, the possible contribution of the countries in the 
implementation of the Ghana Government programme 

(f)        UNJDO and the Government of Ghana consider the possibility 
of organizing in 1070 the next Round Table Mini:.leni of 
Industry meeting in Gluma to discuss development of leelmol'.''',iea! 

• • • • • /•£ 
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find managerial onp;biliüo» in the developing count riet; with special 
reference tu fJhana 

3. The detailed projert pcopo.sals which will have long term effects arc the following: 

(1) Dovelojmif'.nt oi' Policy find Institutional. Frnmevvork for 
Tccluiolo¡.^y Development and Trunefor in Ghana 

(2) Integrated Training Programme 

(3) Development of National. Tnduriirinl. Consultancy Service« 

(4) Development of a National Industrial and Technological 
Information. Network in Ghana 

(5) Strengthening of the CEITl Management and Technological 
Research and Advisory Services in Industry 

4. Ci their return to Ghana, the report which was prepared jointly by the 
Ghana delegation and the UNIDO Secretariat was submitted to Government and has 
since been approved in principle.   The letter of approval is attached for your 
information.   Council has airo requested that action should be taken to have the 
programmes implemented and as agreed upon by the Ghar.a delegation and the UNIDO 
authorities in Vienna, it would bt desirable to have the programmes identified for 
1978 implemented as soon as possible. 

5. Ghanaian authorities have been informed by Mr. S. Ndam during his recent 
visit that UNIDO has already initiated action on the issue and is preparing to send 
a mission to Ghana, to help define more precisely the r equi rem entr; for Ghana under 
the programme and to lay the ground work for drawing up a Teclmology Plan, to 
which Ghana attaches a high priority.   The Ghana Government endorses this mission 
and looks forward to receiving the mission. 

6. With regard to the programmes identified for immediate implementation in 
1978, the Ghana Government is hereby formally putting ibi ward a request for UNIDO's 
assistanae in financing its inputs as agreed upon in Vienna.   The Government would 
like to maintain the  integrity of the programme.   As soon as this confirmation is 
received from UNIDO concerning the availability of funds, steps would be taken 
te arrive at a decision on the schedule for implementation. 

7. The Ghana Government welcomes UNIDO's initiative in this issue and in most 
appreciative of UNIDO's continued interest in the programme and loóles forward to 
collaborating with UNIDO in the total implementation of the programme. 

8.       With warm personal greetings. 

Tun KxficirrivE UIRKCTOU 
UNITO 
VI l" NN A 

Yours sincerely, 

v>uv(L>- d 
M. CJilNKKY-in^SE (MUS) 
PRINCIPAL SUCH UTAH Y 

-&e— 

^¿te 








